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Transforming the landscape of 

software development

Generating, in few minutes, entire, 
complex, ready to deploy, software
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Context
Clients want to build this

Responsive platforms

Which requires this

A lot of talented people in different Software fields



Problems
Building your business's app or platform is exciting but needs time and effort. Here 
are some common challenges:

Development Delays

High cost

Hardness

Complex Deployments

Finding Talented peoples

Integration Hurdles



Our Solution
All in one AI coding platform 

Multiple tools

A variety of tools from simple code 
generation to more taylored features: 
frontend, backend, API, mobile app, 
Cloud and more ...all in a single 
plateform

No-code Input
Just describe what you need in any 
language and let the AI do the job

AI Engine
Our platform is powered by AI Model: 
it’s our engine and we are going to 
continiously improve it



Cocoding,  our all in one platform powered by 
our AI model that code in most of 
programming language and support most 
Popular frameworks to build your entire 
application , API, mobile, app and more … 

Reduce considerably development time and cost

Our Value Proposition

Increase productivity by efficiently using AI 

Handle complexities



How it works
Generating API from all your data sources

ü Select 
your 
database 
source 
connector

ü fill the 
form and 
press

  Generate

ü Results



How it works
Generating your  backend from just prompting

üFill the form with  the project 
description and press Generate

üResults



How it works
Generating your  backend from just prompting

Scan the QR code to get the
video demo results of backend
generated for a client



How it works
Generating code or fixing an existing code
in more than 80 programming languages

üFill the form with a description  or provide 
code to be fixed

üSelect your programming language and 
the role to be used and press Generate

üResults



The idea

June 2023

MVP Ready

Nov 2023

Looking for Pre-seed
testing B2B uses cases

Dec 2023

How Cocoding 
started

Cocoding was conceptualized and 
developed  by 2 AI engineers and a 
Phd in DSP and ML



Future Roadmap
A look at where we want to go in short and long term

2023
MVP Ready 

2025
Products 
Improvements 
add more features

2027

2024
Signing clients
pre-Seed

2026 2028Clients retention 
and products 
improvements

TBD

TBD



Market Size

196,63 Billion
TOTAL AVAILABLE MARKET in 2023

40 Millions
Number of developers in world in 2021

37 %CAGR
Compound annual growth RateSource : https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/artificial-intelligence-ai-market



Competitors

Features Our plateform Codepal.ai Copilote & others Apibackery.com Durable.co

API from user inputs ( multiple frameworks ) 

Code generator , fixer , extender …etc

Frontend from backend

Mobile app from backend

API from Datasource

SQL & NoSQL Schema 

Ansible roles and playbook 

Landing page builder 

IDE plugins



Who Cocoding is for
Now we target all enterprises from startup to large enterprises 

Individuals or companies that need to code applications and 
build internal and external applications 

B2B - Small to medium to large businesses 



Meet the Team

Abderrahim Yahi 

Founder and CEO-CTO
ML Engineer X-OVH and X-
IBM Head of data 

Taki –eddine Abdeddaim

Co-founder DevOps Expert
Devops 

Touati Nadjah,PhD

R&I Co-founder

Samir Benaskeur, PhD

Co-founder
Successful Entrepreneur

Co-founder and ML expert 
Hold more than 5 patents



 a.yahi@cocoding.ai 

Thanks!

0033605735332

 www.cocoding.ai 


